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This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
Project Overview

This image analysis project is constructing a tool for performing computer assisted detection of defects in large CT data sets. We address two primary challenges: proving an algorithm that can reliably highlight the objects of interest, and coupling this algorithm to efficient and effective data management and interface routines.

Project Goals

The goal of this project is to create an end to end tool that will efficiently extract from large CT data sets a manageable set of candidate defects that highlights 100% of the unambiguous (to a trained analyst) true defects and as many as possible of the ambiguous objects. Objective metrics for defect ambiguity are elusive given the ill defined nature of both the defects and their CT images (e.g., variations in size and contrast, defect/object density gradients). Therefore the true metric of success will be gaining the confidence of the Weapons Program NDE analysts in this tool, which will be a qualitative function of efficiency and accuracy.

In consultation with Weapons Program NDE analysts voids it was decided to focus this initial effort on searching for small voids (order of tenths to tens of millimeters in extent). The program has produced a Tungsten ring with surrogate defects drilled into it (Figure 1) that they use for studying the ability of their systems and analysts to detect this class of defects.

Relevance to LLNL Mission

This tool will begin to make the terabyte Stockpile Surveillance data sets that will be produced in the immediate future more tractable, and provide a foundation for more robust and rigorous analysis. It will establish an architecture into which additional algorithms that highlight other classes of defects may be inserted and would apply to other CT analysis problems where such algorithms exist.

FY2006 Accomplishments and Results

The radiography and image reconstruction processes produce a wealth of data that can be viewed in many different ways. Due to the ill defined nature of the defects being sought, it is unclear how best to proceed, and in fact analysts tend to develop multi-pronged approaches using several different types of data to develop and confirm hypotheses. The radiographs themselves, one for each of several hundred angles looking through a rotating object, contain pixels which are proportional to an integral of the object density along a line drawn between the source and that pixel. In viewing these as a sequence, one can see object features moving side to side as the object rotates. One can extract a given row (elevation) from each radiograph in this sequence and stack them, creating a sinogram in which small features form a distinct sinusoid pattern as the object rotates. We looked for these sinusoid patterns using the Gradient Direction Matching (GDM) [1] algorithm developed under the Image Content Engine (ICE) LDRD-SI [2], a powerful
model-based matching tool (Figure 2). This approach was attractive due to the success of GDM in similar problems, the usefulness of sinogram data to human analysts, and the fact that it does not require image reconstruction.

Once the CT image reconstruction is performed, one can look for defects in either 2d image slices (pixels) or 3d volumes (voxels). We searched for localized bright or dark regions indicative of defects in these data using mathematical morphology (MM) [3] based algorithms (Figure 3). Based on max/min operations in a pixel or voxel neighborhood, MM filters are nonlinear, and skillfully constructed can solve many problems not amenable to solution by classical linear filtering methods.

Using both simulated and real data, we implemented and evaluated these approaches. We found that the MM/CT approach is more robust for these data sets due to the low sinogram SNR associated with small defects. There is promise that GDM/sinogram analysis could be developed as a confirmatory tool for MM/CT, perhaps employing a Bayesian framework that leverages the available CT, sinogram, and design data, but this must be left for future research.

FY2007 Proposed Work

We are currently in the process of quantifying the performance of the MM algorithm using real weapon system CT data, and will then implement automated parameter selection (e.g., automated thresholding based on global and local statistics). The final steps will be end to end tool integration, and a report on future research needs.
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Figure 1: CAD drawing of Tungsten ring with photo of series of 7 holes
Figure 2: GDM/sinogram processing of Tungsten ring. (a) raw sinogram (stack of radiograph lineouts) at object height containing 6 holes ranging from 300 to 500 microns. (b) processed sinogram, suppressing homogeneous (intact object) signal. (c) match surface output from GDM algorithm – brightness corresponds to degree of match to sinusoid of a given phase and amplitude. (d) lineout of (c), where defects show as peaks.
Figure 3: MM/CT processing of Tungsten ring. (a) individual reconstructed CT image slice containing 6 holes ranging from 300 to 500 microns. (b) result of applying MM alternating sequential filter and complementing the image. (c) result highlighting the “defects” after 3d MM white tophat reconstruction and thresholding steps.